The Torridon® level access shower tray
is our most innovative tray yet
The Torridon’s unique slot and bond system works with
the vinyl flooring to produce a reliable, maintenance-free
join which provides barrier-free Rolling Access, even for
small wheeled shower chairs.
Available in a variety of different lengths and widths,
the tray is designed to accomodate the most trying situations.

Easy to install

The slim profile and unique flat base design of the Torridon®
simplifies the installation process. For timber & floating
floor installations, floor joists do not need to be cut as the tray
is designed to sit on top of them. For solid floor installations,
only the minimum amount of screed or concrete need
be excavated.

Rolling Access

No lip, no bump, small wheeled
shower chairs can glide smoothly
from the floor to the Torridon®
tray and back again without
encountering any obstacles.

Slip resistant surface

The slip resistant tread pattern on the surface of the tray
instils confidence in vulnerable users, whilst remaining
easy-to-clean and kind to sensitive feet.

Adaptocare doors

The Torridon® is designed to work in harmony with our
comprehensive range of half-height shower doors. The
door configurations are designed to provide maximum
access and confidence for the client, whilst ensuring
optimum safety and water integrity.

Torridon® slot and bond system - patent pending.

Available Sizes

. 1000 x 1000mm
. 1265 x 765mm
. 1265 x 865mm
. 1765 x 765mm*
. 1765 x 865mm*
*Trays can be
cut-to-length
to suit 3-wall
installations.

‘Slot and bond’ system

The slot & bond system has been
specifically designed to interface the
slip resistant floor covering with the
Torridon®. This unique innovation
provides a maintenance free join
without compromising access to
the tray.

Floating Floor Solution

The Torridon® shower tray & Adaptocare shallow waste trap provides the ideal level access solution
for floating floors, without having to alter floor joists!
The Torridon® is designed to sit on top of floor joists. In most floating floor scenarios the floor batons
are at least 70mm deep. Our optional shallow waste trap (as illustrated) has a below-tray depth of
50mm and provides excellent drainage within the floating floor, which eradicates the need for
expensive shower waste pumps.
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Concrete Floor

Dwanging & sheeting between the
joists is recommended to provide a
solid platform for the tray.
Once the Torridon® shower tray is
laid on top of the floor joists, the
edge of the tray will sit against the
floorboards and ply sheeting. The
vinyl flooring is then laid over the
top and fed into the Slot & Bond
aluminium extrusion, which holds
the vinyl captive.

Solid Floor Installation

As well as providing an excellent solution for
timber and floating floors, the Torridon® tray can
be installed into solid floors, with only the
minimum amount of screed or concrete to
be excavated.

